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Can we have access to the slides?

Lisa Rodriguez

lisa.rodriguez@edcgov.us

Thank you for joining, Lisa. A video recording of the webinar
will be posted on the CalHHS Data Exchange Framework
website. https://www.chhs.ca.gov/data-exchange-framework/

Wai Lam Wong

wailam@chpscc.org

Travis Beye
Michael Chai
Wai Lam Wong
Daniel Welch

beyet@co.monterey.ca.us
mchai@daybreakadhc.com
wailam@chpscc.org
dwelch@scfhp.com

Thank you for joining, Wai. A video recording of the webinar
will be posted on the CalHHS Data Exchange Framework
website. The DxF gaps and opportunities are also be available
on that page. https://www.chhs.ca.gov/data-exchangeframework/

Brooke Bregman

brooke.bregman@cdph.ca.gov

Raj Mudigonda

raj.mudigonda@dss.ca.gov

Lucy Johns MPH

ljohns@metacosmos.org

Hi, can the slides be shared with attendees? I would like to see the hyperlink for "Gaps and
Opportunities" on slide 13. Thank you
What is HIO?
Will Adult Day Health Cares Centers (ADHC) be required to participate?
For slide 23, which category do community health centers fall under? e.g., FQHCs
Will county hospital systems be required to sign the DSA?
Can you please comment on the use and definition of the word interoperability. My
understanding is that interoperability is 2 or more systems on the same platform so they
can have data exchange within the same data system. And none of these systems are going
to be on the same platform.
What is the plan to build that digital identify to support social service providers? Will there
be any integrations with existing social service data?
My Health Plan number is not unique to me, it includes other family members. How can
Health Plan # contribute to unique identity?

Are there tools available that would help health systems determine if they are compliant
with the DxF and help identify gaps? The DxF/P&Ps do not mandate specific technology or
data exchange methods which may lead to interpretation. Our organization participates in
Ryan Sommers
data exchange in many formats including participation with National Networks, regional
HIO's, and other methods. Looking for tools that would help us answer questions to
confirm our organization's current state compliance with the DxF/P&P's.
What do QHIOs do? Why are they needed? Will they be another expense for providers
needing to participate in DxF?
is the DxF also for families to be able to access and view their information? Perhaps update
pertinent information such as changes in address, contact information, etc.?
How will local public health depts benefit from this ? Can you share the demographic and
other standards you are creating
Hello - when will a signature block/signing mechanism be available for the DSA?
What are the ramifications if counties choose not to sign the DSA?
Would be more helpful to have the slides which can be circulated to our leadership. None of
them will take the time to watch a 1. hour webinar.
What is the timeline for implementation of the Qualified Health Information Organization
Program?

ryan.sommers@commonspirit.org

Lucy Johns MPH

ljohns@metacosmos.org

Victor Perez

vperez@reimagineoc.org

Anandi Sujeer

anandi.sujeer@phd.sccgov.org

Nicole Salazar
Candace Pelham

nicole.salazar@ventura.org
candace.pelham@nevadacountyca.gov

Ray Duncan

ray.duncan@cshs.org

Angela Evatt

angela.evatt@changehealthcare.com

How does CalHSS CDII Data Exchange Framework (DxF) and Population Health Management
Framework (PHF) interact with BH-QIP deliverables? How are these connected to BH-QIP
Lisa Rodriguez
Electronic Data Exchange expectations? How do these data exchange pieces interact and
how are they related to county Behavioral Health departments?
How will enforcement of the requirements be addressed?
BTW, there are no meeting times listed on the DxF website, just the meeting dates.
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How does CalHSS CDII Data Exchange Framework (DxF) and Population Health Management
Framework (PHF) interact with BH-QIP deliverables? How are these connected to BH-QIP
Amanda Earnshaw
Electronic Data Exchange expectations? How do these data exchange pieces interact and
how are they related to county Behavioral Health departments?

amanda.earnshaw@edcgov.us

Will there be a directory of sorts that will allow exchanging organizations to know what
entities have signed the DSA and what exchange platform/tech they are using?

angela.evatt@changehealthcare.com

Angela Evatt

thank you for all you're doing! apoligies if you addressed this already. i keep hearing that CA
is stricter than the federal government wrt privacy regulations. how likely do think this will sayone thihalolipavan
be addressed to lower the barriers for data sharing / interoperability purposes?
Is there an anticipated date for the FAQs?
Will small clinics be able to hold off signing on until 2026 if they have a lot of gaps to
overcome?
How does Data Exchange relate to the Population Health Management Service being
developed for CalAIM?
Can you share if and how this data exchange framework may standardize the types of data
and field names that is collected and shared across different state departments?
Can you put in the chat the email address to be added to the distribution list? It was too fast
to get the full address.
Can someone speak about how consumer ROIs will be handled?
Will county hospital systems be required to sign the DSA?
For slide 23, which category do community health centers fall under? e.g., FQHCs
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